
POLITICAL SCIENCE YALE SENIOR ESSAY

Guidelines and Requirements One of the requirements of the Political Science major is the senior essay. All senior
majors must complete and receive a passing .

You do not need to pick this form up. The Intensive Senior Essay During their junior year, a small number of
students are accepted into a version of the major called the Intensive Major. If the perfect course for you on
African politics or the U. We also recommend that you elect three deadlines to help pace your progress
throughout the semester. Surely your interest can be sparked by a topic that is new to you at the beginning of
the term and you can still write a satisfying one-term essay in this case. Start writing as soon as possible, even
well before you really feel ready to do so. Whether you will produce a separate term paper as well as a senior
essay is up to your instructor. In this course, they develop a research prospectus for the senior essay, begin
their research, and share their progress on a weekly basis with their instructor and their fellow classmates.
Year-Long Senior Essays Some students elect to use the senior-essay requirement to take on a more extensive
and substantial research project than could be carried out in a single semester. Another valuable resource is
reference librarians, both in the Social Science library and elsewhere in the Yale library system. In addition,
your adviser can provide written and oral commentary on your drafts and give you constructive criticism on
your arguments and evidence. All senior majors must complete and receive a passing grade on the essay in
order to graduate. Do not wait for your adviser to bring up this matter or suggest a schedule. PLSC counts as
one of your term course credits; however, it does not count as a seminar. It hardly needs saying that evidence
of plagiarism can result in a failing grade for your senior essay and a delay of graduation. Please check the
Undergraduate Program Deadlines Page to learn the date the senior essay is due and know that it is due no
later than p. Please do not deliver a hard copy to the DUS Office. Of absolute importance is for you to make
and appear at regular appointments, and to submit drafts of your ongoing work on time. Material gathered
through such research cannot be included in your senior essay unless you received prior approval. It is very
important, if you want to fulfill your essay requirement this way, to approach a professor in the Department
with your ideas and obtain her or his agreement to work with you before the term starts. There is no single
correct format for any of these, but you should choose a standard citation format and adhere consistently to it
throughout. Seniors writing their essays in this course also need to take a seminar during their senior year. For
a political science essay, of course, you should situate your essay within the best and most important literature
on the politics of the question being examined including political science literature , engage with the relevant
ideas and controversies both public and academic , bring to light important relevant evidence with due
research diligence , and engage the reader with an original, distinct, and hopefully even distinguished
argument. You must make clear in your written work where you have borrowed from othersâ€”whether data,
opinions, questions, ideas, or specific language. Also, please know that if you do not hear back from us, your
request to write your essay in that particular seminar has been approved. Be sure to consult your adviser about
the quantity and quality of sources you are using. Please note that PLSC counts as a course credit toward the
total number of credits that a major is required to have. An Important Note! Please know that extensions can
only be granted by your residential college dean.


